Combined Method of Treatment of Dentists in the Early Stages of Osteochondrosis of the Cervical Spine
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Abstract

Purpose: to develop an effective combined algorithm for the treatment of cervical osteochondrosis in the early stages in dentists and other patients with a similar occupational disease (seamstresses, hairdressers, etc.). Materials and methods: The study was performed on 28 patients, 9 male and 19 female, aged 23 to 44 years. The patients were divided into 2 groups. The first group - those who passed the 1st stage of treatment and the 2nd group - those who passed the first and second stages. Pain syndrome and changes in its dynamics at the stages of treatment were determined using a visual analogue scale VAS - Visual Analogue Scale (VAS). The range of motion in the cervical spine was determined using a 5-point scale. During the II stage of treatment, to assess the effectiveness of treatment at the time of manual therapy (before and after the session), an ultrasound study was performed with the registration of qualitative and quantitative indicators of changes in blood flow in the vertebral arteries (PA). Results: after the first stage, positive dynamics was observed in all patients. All patients noted a decrease, and in 10.7%, complete disappearance of pain syndrome. The volume of movements returned to 7.1%. Restrictions of movements regressed to a greater extent after the second stage of treatment than after the first one. After stage II of treatment, patients showed a general decrease in the intensity of pain syndrome in all patients. Complete disappearance of pain syndrome in 92.9% of cases. Non-permanent pain syndrome was recorded only by 7.1% of patients. An increase in the normal range of motion up to 92.9% was noted. Satisfaction with the treatment carried out was assessed as satisfactory in only two cases, in all the remaining 26 as good. Before and after manual therapy, changes in the blood flow velocity in the VA were recorded using ultrasound diagnostics. Conclusion: Our proposed effective combined algorithm for the treatment of cervical osteochondrosis in the early stages in dentists and other patients with a similar occupational disease (seamstresses, hairdressers, etc.) can be used in clinical practice along with other methods.
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Introduction

The etiopathogenesis of cervical osteochondrosis is based on dysontogenic disorders, traumatic injuries and sprains, and the consequences of birth trauma. Therefore, the clinical manifestation of degenerative diseases of the maxillofacial and neck regions largely depends on its anatomical and physiological characteristics¹. Pathological changes in the cervical spine most often occur in the atlantoaxial joint and in the most mobile lower cervical spines C5-C7, the cause of which is caused by the combined effects of both connective tissue and bone structures, pathologically altered discs. In the cervical spine, evidence was obtained of the participation of intraforaminal ligaments in the
pathogenesis of cervical osteochondrosis and the possibility of influencing them with the help of therapeutic manipulations; a new nosologically term was introduced: the ligamentary-foraminal form of radicular syndrome².

In this regard, the determination of the correct tactics for the treatment of cervical osteochondrosis with radicular syndrome is of considerable interest. In the publications of clinicians there is not enough information on the determination of the most effective method of treatment of cervical osteochondrosis in the early stages, and there is no consensus on its etiopathogenesis²⁴.⁵. Therefore, the development of a combined method of treating patients with an occupational disease - osteochondrosis in the early stages is of significant interest⁶,⁷.

In the study of the functional state of the musculoskeletal system and the mobility of the nervous processes of medical workers⁶, it was shown that the work of a dentist is harmful (hard) work of the 3rd degree: the working posture of a dentist is characterized by periodic, up to 25% of the time, being in an uncomfortable placement of limbs, with a turn of the head, etc.) and a fixed posture with the impossibility of changing the relative position of various parts of the body, standing up to 67% of the change time. Pain in the cervical spine, aggravated by radicular symptoms, is a difficult problem for dentists.

The most problematic category of patients is represented by patients with a chronic inflammatory process in the late stages (III-IV) of cervical osteochondrosis. This is due to the appearance of lateral or combined stenosis, herniated discs, and instability. This group of patients develops specific neurological and angiopathic syndromes, often requiring surgical treatment associated with high risks.

Already in the early stages of cervical osteochondrosis, it is necessary to determine the treatment regimen and consistently carry it out during attacks in order to prevent or postpone the development time of subsequent stages of the dystrophic process. Previously, we investigated the issue of choosing the optimal radiation diagnosis in the early stages of lateral stenosis and developed an algorithm for choosing a method².

This method turned out to be multispiral computed tomography with 3D modeling, the accuracy of which is 91.2%⁶. We use this method in a study to determine an effective combined method of treating patients in the early stages of cervical osteochondrosis, which, we hope, will improve the results of their treatment, and, subject to annual treatment and prophylactic measures, will slow down the development of late stages of muscular tissue dystrophy - musculoskeletal system of the neck.

Purpose of the study: To develop a combined method for the treatment of cervical osteochondrosis of dentists in the early stages.

Materials and methods

Research objects and planned number of observations:

The treatment was carried out at the clinical base of the Sechenov University in the period 2015-2019. Our experiment to treat a group of patients took 3 years.

The study involved 28 patients of both sexes: 9 - men and 19 - women, aged 23 to 44 years. Participation in the study, diagnosis and treatment was carried out with the written consent of the patients for the course of treatment in compliance with the ethical standards. The study was approved by the local ethics committee of the Sechenov University and was organized according to the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki by the World Medical Association (1964), as amended in 2013.

Sex differentiation was not carried out. Exclusion criteria were middle and old age, dystrophic changes (more pronounced stages) in the structures of the cervical vertebral segment. The algorithm for the treatment of radicular syndrome that arose as a result of cervical osteochondrosis with signs of lateral stenosis included 2 stages: initial and final. The patients were divided into 2 groups: the first group - patients who passed the 1st stage of treatment and the 2nd group passed the first and second stages.

All patients - dentists who applied for treatment at the vertebrological clinic, were united by the following complaints:

- general weakness for no previous reason,
- fast fatigability,
- headache,
- passing dizziness,
- pain in the cervical spine,
- discomfort in the spine of the same name,
- "crunch" in the neck,
- arthralgia in the joints without local
inflammatory manifestations,
- radicular pain in the neck and along the projection of the cervical and brachial plexuses.

The patients’ condition was assessed before the start of treatment, at the end of the first and second stages of treatment. The pain syndrome and its change in its dynamics after the stages of treatment were determined using the Visual Analogue Scale (VAS)⁷ A line 10 cm long was drawn, on which the inscription follows every 2 cm: 0 cm - no pain; 2 cm - mild pain; at around 4 cm - moderate pain; 6 cm - severe pain; 8 cm - very severe pain; at the end point at 10 - unbearable pain.

In the case when the patient experienced pain that cannot be characterized by the proposed characteristics, for example, between moderate (4 points) and severe pain (6 points), the pain was assessed with an odd number between these values (5 points).

The range of motion in the cervical spine was assessed on a 5-point scale, where: norm - 0; hypermobility - (-1); moderate restriction of movement –1; significant limitation (contracture) –2 and 3 points - contracture.

To assess the effectiveness of treatment during the II stage of treatment during the implementation of manual therapy (before and after the session), ultrasound was performed on a Philips Affinity 70 apparatus, using a linear transducer with a frequency of 5-12 MHz. The experimental group included all 28 patients. The qualitative and quantitative characteristics of blood flow in VA were assessed: peak systolic velocity (V ps), end diastolic velocity (Ved), resistance index (IR), and pulsation index (IP). These parameters were measured in PA in patients before the start of the procedure and 5 minutes after the end of the procedure.

We have introduced a scale of clinical impression, where 1 point is deterioration; 0 points - no effects; 1 point - the effect is slightly pronounced; 2 points - moderate effect; 3 points significant effect.

In the process of accounting, a quantitative accounting of trigger zones was made.

Muscle tone was determined by palpation at rest and with isometric muscle tension.

The initial stage (stage I) included the following treatment:
1. drug symptomatic therapy,
2. creation of conditions for reducing the load (creating rest),
3. physiotherapy effects,
4. Patients perform exercise therapy independently.

After a thorough history taking, we used the following drugs as symptomatic drug therapy: NSAIDs, vitamins (B1, B6 and B12) and in cases of pronounced muscle tension – myorelaxants.

At the same time, our treatment algorithm includes the creation of rest and wearing a cervical collar for 2 weeks (up to 2 hours a day), physiotherapy treatment with magnetic laser or UHF (ultra-high frequency) impact on pathological zones, aimed at reducing inflammation in tissues and activation of reparation processes in them.

After removing the collar, the patients performed exercise therapy exercises for 20 minutes, aimed at bringing the muscles into tone, without load and in amplitudes that do not imply pain reactions.

The final stage (stage II) of our patients was carried out using functional methods of treatment: massage, manual therapy, traction therapy (traction), remedial gymnastics exercise therapy, which patients performed according to the scheme of "propriocceptive neuromuscular re-education" (PNF) approved for dentists, every day once a day. These methods of treatment were used after the acute period of the disease subsided and not earlier than 1-2 weeks after the onset of the exacerbation.

Massage and manual therapy were performed on the patient in turn. At the beginning, a relaxing massage was performed, consisting of stroking, rubbing and light kneading of the neck muscles. The massage was performed using peach or fir oils.

When relative relaxation of muscles was achieved by massage, they began manual therapy. Guided by practical experience, we have chosen PIR - post-isometric muscle relaxation as the main method of manual manipulation of the cervical spine of our patients. The essence of this technique consists in muscle relaxation, achieved after passive stretching, following its performance in the isometric mode for 7-10 seconds. Static load (isometric work) and passive muscle stretching are repeated 3-5 times until the onset of the analgesic effect and relaxation of the corresponding muscle. Thus, the muscle is
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stretched to the maximum possible value, thereby the muscle comes to tone, and then to a relaxed state. As a result, redox reactions occur in the muscle in all areas, which have a pronounced therapeutic effect. Using the PIR technique, we worked on the neck muscles in the following order.

**Figure: 1-15**

Also, special gymnastics was used, which included exercises of "proprioceptive neuromuscular re-education" (PNF), recommendations for exercises were explained to patients and given out in their hands.

**Figure 1.** Exercise 1 - impact on the horizontal portion of the trapezius muscle.

**Figure 2.** Exercise 2 - impact on the vertical portion of the trapezius muscle.

**Figure 3.** Exercise 3 - impact on the neck rotator muscles.

**Figure 4.** Exercise 4 - impact on the anterior scalene muscle and the sternocleidomastoid muscle.

**Figure 5.** Exercise 5 - traction with the patient sitting.
Figure 6. Exercise 6 - traction on the cervical spine with the patient lying on his back.

Figure 7. Exercise 7 - trapezius muscle stretching.

Figure 8. Exercise 8 - traction mobilization.

Figure 9. Exercise 9 - Non-Specific Rotational Mobilization.

Figure 10. Exercise 10 - lateral-lateral mobilization.

Figure 11
Figure 12
Figure 11.-12. Exercise 11 - mobilization of the cervicothoracic spine for flexion.

Figure 13. Exercise 12 nonspecific rotary manipulation.

Figure 14. Exercise 13 - manipulation on segment C1-C2 for traction.

Figure 15. Exercise 14 - specific manipulation of rotation in the mid-cervical spine.

Results

General characteristics of patients before treatment:

In all cases, the patients experienced an increase in pain in the cervical spine in a working position with a static load (Figure 16).

In 9 cases, there were intense pains, and the most severe pain in 1 patient was manifested by the syndrome of humeral-scapular periarthritis. In 9 patients, the pain increased with movement in the neck. Sixteen patients characterized pain as moderate but noted that the severity of pain and its intensity depend on the workload and movements in the neck. Three of them were worried about minor pains, pain sensations arose during the load of the VMS (spinal motion segments) of the neck. 6 patients had unilateral syndrome of the inferior oblique muscle of the
head, 5 patients had unilateral scalene syndrome. In two cases, carpal tunnel syndrome was identified. In addition, all had the following symptoms to varying degrees of severity: general weakness without previous causes and increased irritability, fatigue, headache, spinal discomfort, a crunch in the neck, arthralgia in the joints without local inflammatory manifestations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Movement</th>
<th>Before treatment</th>
<th>After 1 stage of treatment</th>
<th>After 2 stage of treatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hypermobility</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>14.3%</td>
<td>14.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>75.0%</td>
<td>92.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate limitation of movement</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10.7%</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significant limitation of movement</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contracture</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Assessment of the range of motion of patients.

The range of motion in patients before treatment: 4 patients had hypermobility, it is worth noting that in all cases they were women, the norm was fixed in 21 patients, and in 3 patients’ moderate limitation of movements was noted (Table 1). Variants of significant limitation of range of motion and contracture were not recorded.

After the first stage, positive dynamics was observed in all patients. All patients noted a decrease, and in some cases, complete disappearance of pain syndrome (Figure 17).

As a result of the ultrasound examination before and after manual therapy, it was found: in the study group, the average level of Vps was 53.8 cm / sec, Ved - 16.7 cm / sec, IR - 0.69, IP - 1.25, which corresponds normal blood flow in the group of healthy individuals (Fig. 18).

After the performed treatment procedure, a tendency towards an increase in the velocity parameters of the blood flow was determined during the repeated study of the blood flow in the PA. So the average Vps was 56.5 cm / s and Ved - 17.1 cm / s. At the same time, changes in blood flow indices were recorded. IR increased to 0.70, IP - 1.31 (Fig. 19).
Pain syndrome largely regressed after stage I of treatment. Reflex myotonic manifestations regressed to the greatest extent after the second stage of treatment.

Restrictions of movements regressed to a greater extent after the second stage of treatment than after the first one. We noted that after the second stage, the number of trigger zones decreased.

On average, after the first stage of treatment, the level of pain syndrome was 1.1 points, and after the second stage of treatment, the level of pain syndrome dropped to 0.02 points on the VAS scale.

By the end of the first stage of treatment, the pain syndrome completely disappeared in 3 patients and in 26 after the second stage (Fig 20), in all cases normal motor activity was restored.

According to the survey data, satisfaction with the treatment carried out was assessed as satisfactory in only two cases, in all the remaining 26 as good. Despite the fact that at the first stage a reaction to NSAID drugs was recorded, there was no refusal of treatment.

**Discussion**

We have divided our combined method of treatment of professional cervical osteochondrosis into two methods of treatment, and its basis is manual therapy.

The basic method of treating osteochondrosis of the cervical spine is symptomatic drug therapy and functional immobilization. At the first stage, a monthly course of pharmacotherapy is required to create anesthetic and anti-inflammatory effects, which is confirmed by studies of autonomic regulation in patients with osteochondrosis. We use the treatment regimen both during the combined treatment according to the algorithm we have developed, and during the period of exacerbation of the disease. Our treatment algorithm also includes the creation of rest and wearing a cervical collar for 2 weeks, 2 hours a day and outside the time of manual influences and physiotherapy treatment with magnetic laser or VHF effects on pathological zones. Patients perform exercise therapy independently on the basis approved for dentists according to the scheme of "proprioceptive neuromuscular re-education" (PNF).

During the course of treatment, changes in the characteristics of the pain syndrome were noted. After 1 stage of therapy, there was a moderate regression of pain syndrome. It was recorded that none of the patients of the 1st group with a good therapeutic effect of pharmacotherapy had an exacerbation of osteochondrosis in the first month after the end of the 1st stage of treatment.

During the II stage of treatment, after several sessions of manual therapy, a positive dynamic of treatment is observed in all patients, the level of pain is reduced due to manual effects on the surrounding tissues. Patients noted the normalization of the range of motion and muscle tone, the number of trigger zones decreased and the general improvement in well-being (decreased irritability, headache, sudden changes in mood, normalized sleep).

It was previously noted that in the presence of true, as well as mixed ligaments, it is promising to carry out manual therapy in order to mobilize them, improve blood supply and relieve compression of neurovascular formations. In particular, the unexpected effect of manual manipulations resulted in a decrease in hypermobility in 2 patients and normalization of range of motion in 5 patients, despite the fact that the morphological substrate underlying the hypermobility syndrome is a large collagen extensibility. During the procedures for registering blood flow in the VA using ultrasound diagnostics, before and after manual therapy, changes in the blood flow velocity were recorded, proving its effectiveness.

At the same time, it should be remembered that manual therapy sessions only

![Figure 20. Reduction of pain intensity at the end of the first and second stages of treatment according to the VAS scale.](image-url)
partially eliminate pathobiomechanical disorders in the spine and pain syndrome, without affecting the main etiological and pathogenetic factors in the development of stenoses in the intervertebral canals of the cervical spine. And the fact that in the presence of degenerative altered ligaments, when lateral stenosis is formed and processes of destruction of the disc tissues with rupture of its membranes, hernias, instability in the PDS - late stages III, IV of cervical osteochondrosis, manual therapy is contraindicated. We can indirectly assume this situation, taking into account the patient's age and symptoms, and objectively assess using methods of radiation diagnostics (CT, MRI). With caution, manual therapy should be carried out with fixing ligamentous; carrying out manual therapy to such patients is fraught with ligament ruptures and hemorrhages.

The type of lateral stenosis is also of great importance in choosing a treatment method. In case of severe stenosis by osteophytes, surgical treatment is indicated, and in the case of dynamic stenosis, conservative treatment is recommended. For the choice of a technique, the value of the reserve space index is important: the lower this indicator, the more we are inclined towards surgical treatment. Therefore, in all cases, the diagnosis must be confirmed by MRI and CT with 3D reconstruction. In the early I, II stages of osteochondrosis, according to the MRI of the neck, it is not possible to detect a picture of disc fragmentation, hernia or even protrusion, and, as a rule, only dystrophy of the intervertebral discs is found in the form of fibrous annulus dissociation. At the same time, the patient is worried about the most severe pain and paresthesia's, which served as an impetus for our topographic and anatomical studies of the neck PDS. The presence of intraforaminal ligaments, described as part of the "intervertebral canal of the cervical spine", was found. Previously, this was explained only by the fact that the decreasing fixing capacity of the ligamentous apparatus during the displacement of the vertebrae in the supporting complexes causes extensive changes that generate pain impulses.

Processes that occur without a pronounced picture of disc lesions, but affecting the intervertebral canals, are characteristic of the first two stages of osteochondrosis. In stage III of the process, pronounced dystrophy of the vertebral and disc tissue is formed, especially at levels CIII-CIV, CIV-CV and CV-CVI. These patients have vertebral instability and the question of surgical treatment is raised.

According to the literature, dentists are ranked 3rd in terms of the risks of occupational diseases. The most serious indicator of the severity of the dentist's work is a significant static load aimed at maintaining a forced working posture, frequent turns and tilts of the head and body. Prolonged fatigue from constant stress is manifested by active physiological processes both in the musculoskeletal system and in the nervous system, which provides a long-term stress state of the muscles. Dynamic work is less tiring than static work. Since the stress under static load lasts continuously, without interruption, the anatomical elements involved in the static load process do not rest. It is worth noting that the dentist's work is often characterized by a long-term one-sided load, at the beginning of which muscles are tired, tendons and ligaments are stretched. In the short term, joint ligaments are weakened, and bone dislocation is noted. In the long term, degenerative processes develop in the spine and paravertebral structures. Lateral stenosis develops rather quickly, which is accompanied by radicular syndrome, which is a characteristic picture of cervical osteochondrosis of the spine.

Studies on the effect of forced prolonged stress on the health of dentists convincingly prove that the musculoskeletal system subjected to static load for 5 or more hours gradually takes a forced position, which leads to a "helical" curvature of the spine in the thoracic and lumbar regions, and further can lead to S-shaped scoliosis. The available data on the incidence and the effect of static load on the musculoskeletal system of dentists.

It is important to note that the forced position and prolonged stress can be aggravated by the regular psycho-emotional stress that doctors experience during the course of treatment procedures for patients. In this regard, it is important to maintain not only the psycho-emotional state, which depends on many factors directly or indirectly related to work, but also to ensure that the doctor maintains the correct posture.

Conclusions

Undoubtedly, the fact that the cervical spine is also experiencing serious stress,
eventually provoking degenerative changes in it. New data on ligaments in the cervical spine, the most effective method of radiation diagnostics in the early stages of cervical osteochondrosis made it possible to revise the tactics of treating patients and, to conduct approbation the combined method of treatment of dentists with cervical osteochondrosis stage I-II. The results of its effectiveness have been obtained.
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